Anticomplement receptor activity in the serum of patients with primary biliary cirrhosis
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SUMMARY Patients with primary biliary cirrhosis have a defect in the receptor mediated clearance of complement coated erythrocytes by fixed macrophages of the reticuloendothelial system. To investigate the probable mechanism of this defect peripheral blood monocytes were isolated from nine patients with primary biliary cirrhosis and seven control subjects and the ability of these cells to form rosettes with complement coated, IgM-sensitised sheep erythrocytes was assessed. Primary biliary cirrhosis peripheral blood monocytes formed rosettes to the same extent as control peripheral blood monocytes (71.0±7.1% [SEM] versus 73.3±4.3%) suggesting normal complement receptor function of primary biliary cirrhosis peripheral blood monocytes. When primary biliary cirrhosis or control peripheral blood monocytes were preincubated with primary biliary cirrhosis serum, however, the per cent of peripheral blood monocytes that formed rosettes was decreased: 2.4±0.8 and 3.1±1.3 fold respectively. To study this phenomenon further, fractions containing IgG or IgM synthesised by cultures of control or primary biliary cirrhosis lymphocytes were prepared. Rosette formation was not affected by exposure to fractions containing control or primary biliary cirrhosis IgG or control IgM, but was markedly inhibited (6.0±4.8 fold) by exposure to fractions containing primary biliary cirrhosis IgM. Similar results were obtained when freshly isolated peripheral blood monocytes or peripheral blood monocytes that had been cultured for 7–10 days – that is, macrophages, were used. Assuming that one can draw inferences concerning the status of fixed macrophages from data obtained using peripheral blood monocytes, the results of this study suggest that the complement specific defect in reticuloendothelial system clearance function in primary biliary cirrhosis is not caused by an abnormality in the functional status of complement receptors on fixed macrophages but rather by a factor present in the serum of patients with primary biliary cirrhosis that has the capacity to inhibit the adherence of complement coated erythrocytes to complement receptors present on the surface of fixed macrophages. This serum factor does not appear to be a complement component but rather a product of peripheral blood mononuclear cells, other than IgG.

One of the numerous and intriguing abnormalities of immune function that has been reported in patients with primary biliary cirrhosis is a defect in the clearance of complement opsonised erythrocytes by complement receptors on fixed macrophages of the reticuloendothelial system. This defect can be shown by following the fate of intravenously administered IgM-sensitised radiochromated autologous erythrocytes. Such erythrocytes become opsonised with complement, particularly C3, as a consequence of local activation of the classical complement pathway. These complement coated cells are then cleared from the circulation by the reticuloendothelial system. The cause of the defect
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in the clearance of complement coated cells in primary biliary cirrhosis has not been determined. It does not appear to be attributable to a decrease in hepatic blood flow, a deficiency in the number or phagocytic function of Kupffer cells or inadequate serum concentrations of components of the classical complement pathway. Two possible explanations that have not yet been excluded are (i) an abnormality in the number or affinity of receptors for complement on fixed macrophages and (ii) the presence in serum of a factor that inhibits receptor-mediated uptake of complement coated particles by fixed macrophages. This study was designed to address both of these possibilities.

Methods

Subjects

Nine patients with primary biliary cirrhosis and seven controls (three normal volunteers and four patients with non-primary biliary cirrhosis chronic liver diseases) were studied. The diagnosis of primary biliary cirrhosis was based on the presence of typical clinical, serum biochemical, serological, hepatic histologic and, where appropriate, cholangiographic findings. Eight of the nine primary biliary cirrhosis patients, and two of the seven controls had raised concentrations of immune complex-like material in their serum – that is, material that gave a positive reaction in the Raji cell radioimmunoassay and/or the C1q binding assay). Serum IgM concentrations were raised in six of the nine primary biliary cirrhosis patients but in none of the seven controls. All four histologic stages of primary biliary cirrhosis defined by Scheuer were represented in the patients studied.

Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells were isolated from blood by centrifugation on Ficoll-Hypaque. Monolayers were prepared by allowing peripheral blood monocytes to adhere to glass tissue culture chambers (Miles Laboratories, Inc, Naperville) and then gently washing the chambers. The viability of peripheral blood mononuclear cells and peripheral blood monocytes, as assessed by the exclusion of Trypan Blue dye was >90%. Peripheral blood monocytes were used in experiments either immediately after isolation or after culture for seven to 10 days. The cultured monocytes resembled macrophages morphologically.

Sheep red blood cells were sensitised by incubating equal volumes of a 5% (v/v) suspension of sheep red blood cells and a 1:60 dilution of rabbit 19S (IgM) antibody to sheep red blood cells (Cordis Laboratories, Miami) in phosphate buffered saline for 30 minutes at 37°C. Equal volumes of a 5% (v/v) suspension of sensitised sheep red blood cells (EA) and a 1:10 dilution of pooled Balb/C mouse sera were subsequently incubated on a rocking platform for 45 minutes at 37°C to generate complement coated sheep erythrocytes (EAC).

Serum was obtained from fresh plasma by the addition of CaCl2 (final concentration 20 nM). The serum (free of fibrin-clot) was then suspended (5% v/v) in RPMI-HEPES buffer containing L-glutamine (4 mmol), penicillin (10 000 U/ml) and streptomycin (10 000 µg/ml) (Grand Island Biological Company, Grand Island, NY). In addition, to generate fractions containing immunoglobulin free of antigen, supernatants were harvested from 10 day old cultures of pokeweed mitogen stimulated peripheral blood mononuclear cells from four individuals (three primary biliary cirrhosis and one control). The supernatants were concentrated by ultrafiltration and passed through a staphylococcal protein A Sepharose-CL-4B affinity column (Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden), which preferentially binds IgG1, IgG2, and IgG4. IgG-enriched fractions were eluted with 1 mol acetic acid directly into tubes containing concentrated buffer. Both the non-adherent IgM-containing fractions and the adherent IgG-enriched fractions were also concentrated by ultrafiltration and dialysed against buffer. The concentrations of IgM and IgG in the concentrated fractions were similar to those in the plasma of the subject from whom the peripheral blood mononuclear cells had been isolated.

To each chamber containing a monolayer of peripheral blood monocytes, 250 µl of a suspension of serum or an immunoglobulin containing fraction was added. The chambers were incubated for one hour at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere before being washed extensively with Hanks Balanced Salt solution. After the addition of complement coated sheep erythrocyte indicator cells (250 µl, 1×10^8 EAC/ml) the chambers were incubated again for one hour at 37°C. Non-adherent complement coated sheep erythrocytes were removed by gentle washes with Hanks Balanced Salt solution. The cells remaining in the chambers were fixed in 0-5% glutaraldehyde (Sigma Chemical Co, St Louis, MO) and stained with 2% Giemsa stain (Hareleco, Gibbstown, NJ). Each set of incubations included two control chambers in which erythrocytes alone were added to the peripheral blood monocyte monolayers. All assays were done in duplicate and interpreted under code. For the purpose of this study the adherence and/or internalisation of three or more complement coated sheep erythrocytes by a peripheral blood monocytes was regarded as a rosette. At least 100 peripheral blood monocytes per chamber were assessed for the presence or absence of rosette formation.
**Results**

**FUNCTION OF COMPLEMENT RECEPTORS ON MONOCYTES IN PRIMARY BILIARY CIRRHOSIS**

Data on complement receptor function are shown in Figure 1. Any effect of primary biliary cirrhosis serum on the function of complement receptors was minimised by washing cells extensively and pre-incubating them in a control serum mixture. The results indicate that primary biliary cirrhosis and control have a similar capacity to form peripheral blood monocytes complement coated sheep erythrocyte rosettes (71.0±7.1% versus 73.3±4.3%, mean±SEM). Similar results were obtained when peripheral blood monocytes that had been cultured for 10 days (macrophages) were used.

**EFFECT OF PRIMARY BILIARY CIRRHOSIS SERUM ON THE FUNCTION OF COMPLEMENT RECEPTORS ON MONOCYTES**

Data on the effects of primary biliary cirrhosis serum on the formation of complement coated sheep erythrocyte rosettes by peripheral blood monocytes are shown in Figure 2. In order to minimise the degree of interexperimental variation the results are expressed as a ratio of the per cent of peripheral blood monocytes that formed rosettes after exposure to a heterologous (either control or primary biliary cirrhosis) serum mixture to the per...
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The effects of various immunoglobulin containing fractions on the function of complement receptors on monocytes

The effects of various immunoglobulin containing fractions on the formation of rosettes by peripheral blood monocytes were expressed as the ratio of the per cent of control peripheral blood monocytes that formed rosettes after preincubation with a specific immunoglobulin containing fraction to the per cent of control peripheral blood monocytes that formed rosettes after preincubation with a control serum mixture. There was no change in rosette formation by control peripheral blood monocytes after exposure to fractions enriched in control IgG, primary biliary cirrhosis IgG, or control IgM. Fractions enriched in primary biliary cirrhosis IgM, however, markedly inhibited rosette formation by control peripheral blood monocytes (6.0±4.8 fold, n=3).

Similar results were obtained when peripheral blood monocytes that had been cultured for 10 days (macrophages) were used.

Discussion

Because of the possibility that the complement specific defect of reticuloendothelial system clearance function exhibited by patients with primary biliary cirrhosis could be caused by an abnormality in either the number or affinity of complement receptors on fixed macrophages it was necessary to study the functional status of receptors for complement on reticuloendothelial system cells in the absence of potential inhibitory serum factors. The application of the rosetting assay used in the present study precludes an absolute determination of either the number of surface receptors for complement or the number of IgM antibody molecules per sheep red blood cell. Assuming the status of complement receptors on monocytes and fixed macrophages of the reticuloendothelial system is similar, the values generated for the per cent of peripheral blood monocytes that formed complement coated sheep erythrocyte rosettes suggest that in primary biliary cirrhosis the number and function of complement receptors on the surface of reticuloendothelial system cells are probably adequate to mediate normal C3 receptor-dependent clearance function.

Although subtle abnormalities in the number or affinity of receptors for C3 on fixed macrophages of the reticuloendothelial system in primary biliary cirrhosis cannot be excluded, the results of the experiments designed to determine the effect of primary biliary cirrhosis serum on complement coated sheep erythrocyte rosette formation suggest that a likely cause of the complement-specific reticuloendothelial system clearance defect in this disease is probably a serum factor that interferes with the recognition of C3-opsonised particles by C3 receptors on fixed macrophages. Serum factors that could potentially mediate such an inhibitory effect include: complement-containing immune complexes, complement-immunoglobulin complexes, excess free conversion products of complement, anticomplement receptor antibodies, or an immunomodulating factor. The isolation and purification of such factors from serum cannot readily be achieved. Accordingly, it is necessary to apply an alternative experimental approach to determine the probable nature of the inhibitory factor.

In this study the approach adopted was to test fractions containing immunoglobulins synthesised by lymphocytes in a complement and antigen free system for their ability to impair complement coated sheep erythrocyte rosette formation by peripheral blood monocytes. The preliminary results of applying this experimental approach indicate that fractions containing primary biliary cirrhosis IgM, but not those enriched with primary biliary cirrhosis IgG, mediated a marked inhibitory effect on complement coated sheep erythrocyte rosette formation by peripheral blood monocytes and macrophages. The data do not exclude the possibility that this inhibitory effect may be because of non-specific adherence of aggregated IgM to peripheral blood monocytes or indeed to non-IgM inhibitory factors produced by peripheral blood monocytes such as lymphokines. Another possible explanation of the data is that an anticomplement receptor IgM antibody may mediate the complement-specific reticuloendothelial system clearance defect in primary biliary cirrhosis. Antireceptor antibodies have been described in several other diseases presumed to have...
an autoimmune basis.13 Moreover, there is evidence which suggests that an anti-Fc receptor antibody may contribute to the raised serum concentrations of immune complexes found in patients with certain autoimmune diseases including systemic lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid arthritis.14

A study analogous to the present one has recently been reported by Al-Aghbar and colleagues.15 The two studies complement each other and raise issues that should stimulate further research relating to the complement specific reticuloendothelial system clearance defect in primary biliary cirrhosis. Both studies have confirmed that primary biliary cirrhosis serum contains a factor which inhibits the function of C3 receptors on peripheral blood monocytes. The present study indicates that this finding also applies to receptors on macrophages, whereas that of Al-Aghbar et al15 indicates that it also applies to receptors on lymphocytes. The results of both studies suggest that the serum inhibitory activity is not attributable to immune complexes. The findings in the two studies differ in two important respects. Whereas in the present study no defect in the function of C3 receptors on peripheral blood monocytes from patients with primary biliary cirrhosis was found, the data generated by Al-Aghbar et al15 suggested that the number of C3 receptors on peripheral blood monocytes of patients with primary biliary cirrhosis is reduced. Furthermore, the data in the present study suggest that serum C3 receptor inhibitory activity in primary biliary cirrhosis is not mediated by a complement component, whereas the findings in the study of Al-Aghbar et al15 suggest the opposite conclusion.

In conclusion, the results of this study suggest that a factor present in primary biliary cirrhosis serum rather than an intrinsic defect of receptors on macrophages is responsible for the impaired clearance of complement coated erythrocytes by the reticuloendothelial system which has been found in patients with primary biliary cirrhosis. This serum factor appears to be a product of peripheral blood monocytes, other than IgG.

The results of this study were presented in part at the annual meeting of the American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases, which was held in Chicago, Illinois, in November 1982, and were published in abstract form (Hepatology 1982; 2: 726).
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